Get in Touch with Toys

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Cultivating a child’s sense of touch is a vital part
of early play as they learn to discern the differences
among shape and texture. While we typically get plenty
of cues from the world around us through our other four
senses, the finer ability to identify shape, texture, temperature and more through touch alone are also important tools in the human toolbox. Supporting a child’s
tactical development with toys that stimulate their sense
of touch is easy and accessible with the following recommended items that are right at their fingertips.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Textured Tangle

Laundry Jumble
Game

(Tangle Creations)

Kids get the feel for the
Textured Tangle immediately
as they discover a range
of different textures among
the eighteen interconnected
pieces that wend and weave
together in one whole touch
toy. The tangle of colorful tubes featuring a variety of raised
textures can slowly be uncoiled into a gently twisted circle –
and then bent and manipulated back into its tangle. The rotating connection between the segments allow for an endless
exploration of forms. Popular for both its therapeutic value as
well as its entertainment factor, the added bonus of problemsolving cues that come with the Textured Tangle make it an
exciting twist among tactile toys!

(Educational Insights)

For everyone who has had
to rummage in the bottom of
stuffed luggage or dig into a
roomy handbag for just the right
item, the Laundry Jumble Game
makes perfect sense as an ideal
opportunity to cultivate identifyby-touch skills in kids. With a module that mimics a clothes
dryer, small doll-size articles of clothing are placed inside for
players to identify by touch alone as they try to ‘dress’ the animal characters on their game card. In addition to building their
vocabulary and matching skills, the Laundry Jumble Game
hones children’s fine motor moves as they use their sense of
touch to complete their character’s ensemble.

Kinetic Sand

Winkle Sensory
Ball(Manhattan Toy)

(Kinetic Sand)

Combining colorful sand
with polymers, Kinetic Sand
is one of the most captivating
touch experiences in the world
of kids toys. With the ability to
fine mold, pour, stretch and
shape, this dry mixture is a
tactile delight for children (and
adventurous adults). Whether they are manipulating the
medium into their own fanciful forms or pressing out shapes
from molds, Kinetic Sand offers kids an endless landscape
of touch and motor skill exploration. It’s an ideal opportunity
for little hands to dig in and get in touch with the creative
genius just behind their fingertips!

A baby’s early ability to grasp
objects is immediately followed by
moving those same objects toward
their mouth. Taking its directive from
this early instinct, the Winkle Ball from
Manhattan Toy features a maze of easily
grasped soft plastic loops that are just the right size for little
fists to handle and manipulate. Crafted with BPA-free materials,
these loops are also safe for mouthing and teething. Combined
with a gentle rattle and bright colors, the Winkle Ball maximizes
babies’ surplus of sensitivity in their hands and mouths, stimulating their touch and gross motor skill exploration. Once babies
get a grip on the Winkle ball, they won’t let it go.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
A Word to Beginning Readers
The murmurs of a nursing child, the peals of laughter that reflect the silly faces we
make, and even yowls of discomfort are all part of babies’ first attempts at communication
with us. But we are all on the edge of our seats as we await the magical moment when the
first real word emerges from the lips of our children. Once that door opens, the verbal exchange between our kids and the larger world begins. And while small kids may still draw
on their own private lexicon, invented words and dramatically physical gestures to impart
their feelings and intent, their entry into the world of words is a milestone that starts a whole
new conversation. The following titles feature the moments when words open the door to all
new understandings between children and their larger world.

Edgar’s Second Word

by Audrey Vernick, Illustrated by Priscilla Burris (Clarion / Houghton Mifflin)
Maybe it’s just an easy word for little mouths to form. Or perhaps it reflects the real feelings
that children experience in a world that’s going one way, when they want to go another. But the
word “no” is always one of the early players in every baby’s vocabulary. Little Hazel eagerly anticipates the arrival of her baby brother, Edgar, collecting books (full of words) that she can’t wait
to share with him. But her waiting is rewarded with Edgar’s only and emphatic word “no”. Nothing
appeals to her baby brother, who negates everything on offer with his word of choice. But when
Hazel finally gets a sleepy Edgar to settle in by her side with a good book, his next new word is
one that bears repeating. Edgar’s Second Word is a sweet story that rewards the patience of family as they wait for the right words that help babies communicate what they want.

Use Your Words, Sophie!

by Rosemary Wells (Viking / Penguin)
Rosemary Wells’ beloved and challenging two-year-old Sophie is back – with a vocabulary of words
that are simply misunderstood. When her parents come home with a new baby, Sophie responds with a
welcome in Jellyfish language. And just like her parents can’t seem to settle on a name for the new arrival,
Sophie’s own communication ranges from disgruntled Hyena talk to Baboon-influenced song. But when
the baby starts to communicate her own unhappiness with fluent Howler Monkey, Sophie steps in to use
her words in a way that both her and her baby sister can understand. With a nod to the variety of names
and pet names we bestow on babies, this humorous story is ideal for children seeking ways to connect
vocally with new arrivals.

Cuckoo!

by Fiona Roberton (G.P. Putnam’s Sons / Penguin)
From the moment his over-sized, oddly colored egg hatches among his siblings, Cuckoo’s journey to
speak the language of the realm begins. But his only word (cuckoo) doesn’t connect with his family (tootoo-wheet). And a cross-city trek only reveals a landscape of other non-cuckoo speakers. Even language
classes and self-study can’t twist his only word into something in common with the world around him. Just
when Cuckoo is becoming resigned to being the only speaker of his language, a single word carries over
the rooftops and leads him to understanding. Onomatopoeia abounds in this delightfully illustrated testament to finding your own voice and a tribe to share it with.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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